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SPECIFICATIONS / INFORMATION

Pad revolution - under load: 2000 rpm

Pad diameter and Path width: 20 inch

Motor - direct current: 1.5 lip

Weight: 101 lbs/46 kg

Cable length: 100 ft/30 m

Pad pressure (adjustable): 12 lbs to 14 lbs

Automatic pad pressure adjustment: Yes

Dust collector system: Yes

Protecting fuse: 14 Amp

Ampere draw: Minimum 12 Maximum 15

The base, the handle and the cable of the Swift are

separate components. They can be detached

for easy lifting, transportation and storage.

The Swift is

equipped

with a dust

collector

system.

The 2ooo rpm Burnisher
ITATTR

introducing the Swift. We think it's
time you met our burnisher, even ifyou

are satisfied with your machine.

Because the Swift isn 't just another

burnisher: it's designed and manu

factured by Centaur. If you know

Centaur Floor Machines, you know what

that means: high quality, reliability,

advanced design, and North American

availability ofparts and service.

If that's not enough, here are 9 more

reasonsfor choosing the Sivift:

IWIFT TURES and ADVANTAGES

1 The entire pad of the 20 inch

burnisher is in constant contact

with the floor during cleaning

operations. This is achieved by

the employment of the parallel

links principle, which allows the

pad to stay parallel to the floor

at all times.

2 Pad pressure can be moni

tored with the built-in amp meter

(the amperage can be adjusted to

the desired level, thus eliminating

blown fuses). Adjustments are

made with the aid of a spring ten

sion knob.

7 Because the friction between

the pad and the floor is constantly

changing, the spring-suspended

pad drive disk automatically adjusts

the pad pressure to the varying

floor conditions.

4 Because the pad is withdrawn
from the floor when the Swift is

off, you may safely leave the pad

on the machine. This feature also

eliminates the risk of burning the

tile at start-up. This is known as

the turtle effect.

> The main fuse is protected from

overload by a fourteen ampere

circuit breaker, located in the

switch box.

6 The Swift is the only machine

on the market which comes equip

ped with a 100 ft. cable. Twist

lock connectors allow the ope

rator to vary cable length and

replace damaged cable on the

spot.

7 Offset handle and wheels

and the unusual design of the

base, allow the operator to

clean under display shelves

and furniture.

8 The Swift's cable hook auto

matically releases the cable once

the handle is positioned to the

operator's level

■) The dust collecting system

prevents dust from rising and

settling on furniture, shelving and

stock.

There you have it - 9 features we

believe make the Sivift the best

burnisher on the market. Take a

look at the competition, and the

Swift. We think you'll agree.
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